Latest Release of New STN® Enhances Search History and Expands Database Coverage

The latest release of new STN was launched in April 2017. Key features include:

- **Export search history enhancements** - A new, more concise format and the ability to select individual queries lets you customize the content of exported search histories. This improves recordkeeping and makes search review more efficient by providing more focused records of search activity.

- **New content** - Two additional databases are now available in new STN. CBNB provides global coverage of news affecting the chemical industry, and RAPRA expands coverage of plastics, rubber and polymers in journals, books and other non-patent literature.

- **INPADOC Legal Status** - Legal status information is now present in INPADOC, helping you quickly ascertain whether patents are in force, abandoned, expired or changed ownership.

- **Export of Search Results** - Export support has been extended to allow search results in all new STN databases to be exported to Microsoft Excel® and XML, increasing your ability to export results in the format that best fits your workflow and search environment.

**Specifying Substructure Substitution Using Connectivity**

In substructure searches, substitution may be wanted at most open sites, except for one or more specific groups or nodes. [This article](#) reviews the use of connectivity, a powerful feature for specifying substitution on specific nodes or groups in substructure searches.

---

**Database News**

**Additional MEDLINE® Unique Records Being Added to Embase™**

Approximately 200K new MEDLINE unique records not previously available in Embase will be added between April and mid-June 2017.

- The new MEDLINE unique records will be included in ad hoc search results, unless the MEDLINE file segment is excluded (i.e., L1 not MEDLINE/FS).
- The majority of Embase customers whose Alerts are based on the ED, UP and UPI update codes will not receive this additional MEDLINE unique content in their alerts results.
- In contrast, customers with alerts running in Embase based on the UPAL and EDAL update codes will receive relevant new MEDLINE unique records in their results.

In addition, many existing Embase records will be updated during this period to include MEDLINE PMIDs in the DN field. The addition of PMID data by itself will not result in a posting to the UP field, and therefore won't be included in alert results.

---

**Save the Dates!**

**STN Patent Forums**

**PIUG Annual Meeting**

Thursday, May 25, 2017
Atlanta, Georgia

**PIUG NE Meeting**

Monday, September 25, 2017
Iselin, New Jersey

**Upcoming Training**

May 3, 2017
9:00 a.m. EDT
*What's New in new STN?*

May 18, 2017
9:00 a.m. EDT
*Searching ReaxysFile on new STN - basics, substances and properties*
For more information on alerts in Embase, type HELP UPDATE/SDI at an arrow prompt within Embase.

Adis Databases on STN Refreshed

Effective March 2017, the STN versions of the Adis databases have been refreshed. The new versions provide the most accurate and up-to-date content available for these critical resources for the pharmaceutical industry.

Click here for more information on the content and characteristics of these databases.

Dissertation Abstracts Update Launched on STN

Effective March 25, 2017, a new version of the Dissertation Abstracts (DISSABS) database is available on STN. Key points about the new version:

- 103K new records have been added. The publication years for these dissertations range from 1898 to 2015, but the bulk of these records are from 1968 to 2002. These new records can be found by searching 20170000/ed.
- The new version supplies dissertation advisor names in uninverted order (e.g., Valery Chirkov), while dissertation author names are presented, as before, in inverted order (e.g., Anderson, Jade). When searching in the AU field, consider whether to enter names in inverted, uninverted or in both formats.

To support your searching in the Dissertation Abstracts database, its Database Summary Sheet has been updated.

CAS Customer Center Tip

Q. I am looking for failed reactions in CASREACT®. What's the best way to find them?

A. The notes (NTE) field in CASREACT is used to describe types of reactions, safety information and other reaction information not shown in the diagram and summary including indications of failed reactions. NTE displays as part of the reaction summary (FCRDREF format) and the information is searchable using the /NTE field qualifier. Click here to view some examples for the CASREACT notes.

May 18, 2017
2:00 p.m. EDT
Searching ReaxysFile on new STN - basics, substances and properties

Register for training classes here.

May 16-18, 2017
Philadelphia, PA
InformEx

May 20-25, 2017
Atlanta, Georgia
PIUG 2017 Annual Conference

July 23-28, 2017
Melbourne, Australia
RACI Centenary Congress

Q. I am looking for failed reactions in CASREACT®. What's the best way to find them?

A. The notes (NTE) field in CASREACT is used to describe types of reactions, safety information and other reaction information not shown in the diagram and summary including indications of failed reactions. NTE displays as part of the reaction summary (FCRDREF format) and the information is searchable using the /NTE field qualifier. Click here to view some examples for the CASREACT notes.

STN on Social Media

Wondering what is new with STN? Or want to communicate with others in your field? Follow STN on Twitter @STN and Google+

Your Opinion Matters

Help shape the future of CAS products! Sign up for upcoming research activities, from short surveys to web-based design discussions.